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Abstract 

This project aimed to finish the contig DELE8596013 from the F element (chromosome 6) 

of Drosophila elegans. The region initially contained a number of high quality discrepancies 

(HQDs), low consensus quality discrepancies (LCQDs), gaps, and some incorrect 

forward/reverse mate pairs. By changing the consensus sequence when necessary, and by 

removing and replacing some erroneous reads, all problems in the region were resolved. PCR 

reactions were ordered for regions that required additional data or re-sequencing. 

 

Introduction 

The F element of Drosophila is of particular interest because it exhibits both 

heterochromatic and euchromatic properties. The chromosome appears to be essentially 

heterochromatic, as it exhibits dense staining indicating that it is packaged in a condensed 

form, exhibits no meiotic recombination, and shows marks of silencing—high levels of HP1a 

and H3K9me2/3. But the 1.3 Mb distal region of the D. melanogaster chromosome contains 

~80 genes, displaying a gene density typical of euchromatic chromosomes. This project is 

part of a larger effort to examine characteristics of this unique domain and gain insight about 

the evolutionary history of the F element. Once the sequence of the F element of D. elegans is 

completed, comparative analyses of the chromosome with that of other Drosophila species 

such as Drosophila biarmipes should reveal more about genome organization, chromatin 

packaging, and control of gene expression. 
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Initial Assembly 

The initial Assembly View (Figure 1) of the region displayed one contig (contig 730000) 

with several forward/ reverse pair errors. By searching through the contig, 239 High Quality 

Discrepancies (HQDs, at least 3 discrepant reads with quality >= 30), and three Low 

Consensus Quality Discrepancies (LCQDs), two of which were gaps with an estimated total 

size of 100 bp, were identified. 

Figure1. Initial Assembly View of the project 

 

Low Consensus Quality Discrepancies and Gaps 

The first LCQD at position 25173-25174 bp was a region of a mononucleotide run (MNR). 

The consensus was consistent with 52 out of 62 reads at this position, and the region did not 

require any active corrections or PCR reactions. The other two LCQDs were gaps. Although 

not shown in the initial assembly view, contig 73000 contained two gaps at positions 62939-

62988 bp and 64253-64302 bp (Figure 3). There were reads that spanned both cases, 

suggesting that more data would be required to determine the exact size of the gaps. The ends 

of the gaps were first checked to see if they complemented any other region in the project, but 

there were no matches. The next step was to remove the reads that spanned the gaps and 

extend the consensus through the empty region. The ends of the gap were first complemented 
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and then extended because Consed does not allow full extensions of the consensus sequence 

if the reads do not extend to the right. Discrepancy was still observed in the updated 

consensus sequence after removing the selected reads, suggesting that the actual gap spans a 

larger region than observed on the Aligned Reads view. Therefore, PCR reactions were 

ordered for both gap regions. For each PCR reaction, two primer pairs were selected based on 

the following criteria: (1) similar melting temperatures (less than 2°C difference), (2) non-

overlapping base positions of the primers, and (3) PCR amplicon size smaller than 1250 bp. 

The same criteria were applied for all proposed PCR reactions in this project. Primer pairs 

(Figure 4) #1 and #10 were selected for the first gap, and pairs #1 and #9 for the second gap. 

For the second gap, all of the available PCR amplicons were larger than 1250 bp, but primer 1 

in pair #1 was within 350 bp from the gap region, and because primers located near the gap 

region yield the best reactions results, these primer pairs were accepted as the best candidates. 

For the first gap region, however, the gap disappeared after several 454 reads were removed 

while correcting for HQDs later on. But because additional data seemed helpful for this 

region, PCR reactions were still ordered. After making these changes, the project consisted of 

two contigs, 730002 and 730004 (Figure 2). 

 

Figure 2. Assembly View after resolving gap regions 
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Figure 3. Aligned view of gap regions 62939-62988 bp (top) and 64253-64302 bp (bottom) 

 

High Quality Discrepancies 
 

Problems at the 239 HQDs were categorized according to the type of problem that was 

observed in each position. The different problems could be narrowed down to six general 

categories (Table 1). 

The primary goal of this project in terms of HQDs was to correct for consensus sequence 

errors at MNRs. Discrepancies at MNRs mainly result from the inherent inability of the 454 

sequencing technology to accurately measure the correct number of bases when there are 

many of the same nucleotide in a continuum. Reads from Illumina sequencing technology, 

however, do not suffer from the same problem. So the 38 high quality discrepant MNR 

positions were dealt with by comparing the consensus sequence with the Illumina reads and 

correcting the consensus, where necessary, to have the same total number of nucleotides in 

the MNR as in the Illumina reads. At some high quality discrepant MNRs, for instance at 

position 3225 bp (Figure 5), the consensus at both ends of the MNR, positions 3225 bp and 

3235 bp, were undetermined and thus were marked asterisks. Such complications were 
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resolved by changing the consensus at one end of the MNR to match the total number of 

bases in MNR as seen in Illumina reads.  

 

Figure 4. PCR primer pairs for the first gap region (top) and the second gap region (bottom) 
 
 

Another problem at HQDs was discrepancy among Illumina reads. This occurred at 

positions 49120-49360 bp and 59257-59420 bp (Figure 6), where multiple misaligned reads 

and discrepancies were observed in a region where many Ilumina reads terminate. Prior to 

ordering PCR reactions, it seemed sensible to attempt to resolve the misalignment issue with 

tools available on Consed. The highly misaligned reads were removed and reassembled into 

mini-assemblies (Figure 7). This process generated 6 additional contigs (730013, 730014, 

730024, 730025, 730026, and 730027) as shown in the Assembly View in Figure 8. Contigs 

730026 and 730027 only mapped to each other, suggesting that they probably were misplaced 

reads from other projects. The other four contigs, however, mapped back to the larger contigs 

730002 and 730004. Thus each of them was compared, complemented, and then joined into 

its corresponding position in the contigs 730002 and 730004. After making such changes to 

all four of them, the project was neatly reassembled into two main contigs, 730030 and 
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730031, along with the two outlying contigs, 730026 and 730027. Although the aligned 

sequence showed significant improvement (Figure 9), remaining discrepancies in the region 

appeared to contain two blocks of sequences incorrectly assembled around a MNR of A’s. 

However, when the consensus at each of the discrepant regions was searched across the 

project, no matches were found. Because additional data in the regions seemed helpful in 

resolving remaining issues, especially position 59257-59420 bp where there were 

discrepancies that could not be resolved, PCR reactions were ordered with two pairs of 

primers. Primer pairs #1 and #11 (Figure 10) were used in both instances. 

Type of Problem Resolution 
Discrepancy in MNR Changed consensus when necessary 
Discrepancy at end of reads No change to consensus 
Discrepancy within/ near 
transposon 

No change to consensus 

Discrepancy in 454 reads No change to consensus 
Discrepancy in Illumina reads Ordered PCR reaction 
Multiple repeats and 
misalignment 

Ran through BLAST and Repbase; match with transposon 

Table 1. Summary of highly discrepant positions 
 
Contig Positions Resolution Source of data 
730002 3225, 10801, 10835, 17349, 17466, 

22308, 22311, 25251, 25183, 26601, 
33841, 33881, 34149, 34186, 37334, 
42289, 44210, 44219, 45234, 52263, 
53330, 57202, 59198 

Corrected 
consensus 

Illumina reads 

730004 7615, 7627, 9528, 14042, 19418, 20062 Corrected 
consensus 

Illumina reads 

Table 2. Summary of corrected MNRs 
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Figure 5. High quality discrepant MNR at position 3225 bp 

 

 
Figure 6. Discrepancy in Illumina reads, 49120-49360 bp (top) and 59257-59420 bp (bottom) 
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Figure 7. Mini-assembly of the removed reads discrepant at position 49120-49360 bp 
 

   
Figure 8. Assembly View of the project after removing discrepant Illumina reads from 
position 49120-49360 bp 
 

In addition, active correction was needed at position 55660-56140 bp (Figure 11) where 

there was a high level of repeats and misalignment. Judging by the high level of error in the 

region, it seemed possible that it could be a misplaced transposon. I exported the sequence of 

the repeat region and ran it through nucleotide BLAST (http://blast.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Blast.cgi) 

and Repbase (http://www.girinst.org/repbase/). All significant match results on BLAST were 

for genomic scaffolds, not genes or transposons. On the other hand, match results from 

Repbase, which carries a more comprehensive list of transposons, showed a significant match 

to transposon Jockey-8 Drh of Drosophila rhopaloa. Results from BLAST and Repbase 

searches are shown in Figure 12. Because this region matched to a known transposon, no 

active correction was made to the region. 
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Figure 9. Position 49120-49360 bp (top) and 59257-59420 bp (bottom) after removing 
discrepant reads and reassembling the mini-assemblies to correct positions 
 

 

 
Figure 10. PCR primer pairs for positions 49120-49360 bp (top) and 59257-59420 bp 
(bottom) 
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Figure 11. Repeats and misalignment at position 55660-56140 bp 
 
 

In addition to the ones discussed above, other HQDs occurred within or near transposons, 

in 454 reads, and at ends of reads. Examples of each of the three cases are shown in Figure 13. 

After some analysis and removing one or two discrepant reads, no active correction to the 

consensus seemed necessary in any of these regions. Thus tags were added to these regions 

but the consensus sequence was not altered. 

 

Error in Forward/ Reverse Pairs 

There were four erroneous forward/ reverse pairs that were shown in the initial Assembly 

View. These reads were removed from the assembly and put together to form mini-assemblies. 

The project was searched, using the Search for String tool, for matches with the sequences 

generated in the mini-assemblies, but there was none. Thus the erroneous read pairs were 

excluded from the main contigs. 

 

Final Assembly and Finishing Checklist 

The final Assembly View of the project is shown in Figure 14. Although the project started 

with one contig, the final assembly contains four: contigs 730026, 730027, 730030, and 

730031. With new reads from the PCR reactions (Figure 15) that were ordered, however, the 
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project should be reassembled into a single contig. Overall for the project, all potentially 

problematic sites were evaluated and resolved. Polymorphisms were not identified in this 

project and no X’s were seen in the consensus. Regions that need additional data were tagged 

accordingly.  

 

 

 
Figure 12. Search results from BLAST (top) and Repbase (bottom) on region 55660-56140 
bp. X’s indicate regions of sequence match. Refer to Supplemental Figure 1 for further 
specific details from search on Repbase.  
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Figure 13. High quality discrepancies within/near transposon (top), in 454 reads (middle), 
and at ends of reads (bottom) 
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Figure 14. Final Assembly View of the project 
 
 
Contig Positions Primer pairs Reason Reaction 

730030 49120-
49360 bp 

#1, #11 Additional data needed Big Dye Chemistry 

59257-
59240 bp 

#1, #11 Additional data needed Big Dye Chemistry 

62939-
62988 bp 

#1, #10 Gap region Big Dye Chemistry 

730031 64253-
62302 bp 

#1, #9 Gap region Big Dye Chemistry 

Figure 15. Summary of PCR reactions ordered. Oligo tags for all recommended primers can 
be seen on the Consed ace file. Reasons for ordering these reactions are discussed above.   
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Supplemental Figure 1. Additional search results from Repbase on region 55660-56140 bp 


